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ABSTRACT

This study examines damage to the New Orleans Fire Department d
resulting from the Five-City-Study attack and analyzes the capabili-

ties oZ that fire department in dealing with the postattack fire

situation. After a review of the damage incurred by personnel,

facilities, and equipment, the remaining fire-service resources

were evaluated with respect to the magnitude of the demand situationN

and obstacles preventing the satisfaction of those demands.
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SUMMARY

The role of the Five-City-Study fire services in dealing with situations

following nuclear attack will depend on how well the fire-service resources sur-

vive the attack, and the magnitude and kinds of demands placed upon them. The

demands facing the fire services are being analyzed in other research efforts.

The study reported here evaluated damage to the fire departments of each city

as a result of the Five-City-Study attack. The evaluation proceeded through

consideration of the following:

1. Strength and location of the fire services prior to the attack

2. Casualties and damage incurred in the fire services as a result of the
attack

3. Analysis of the remaining capabilities in the postattack period

Briefly summarized, ,the research reported here is for the city 6f New

Orleans under conditions of the current plan, which calls for all personnel and

equipment to be located At the fire stations. The research yielded the follow-

ing findings:

1. Firefighting-personnel would experience fatalities on the<order of 857
of their number. Of the remaining personnel, only 31 (approximately 3%
of the total force) are uninjured.

2. None of the fire stations would be completely usableafter the attack
and only one station could be restored to operation with limited re-
pairs. The Fire Department Headquarters, Training School, Maintenance

Garage, and Communications Center would be completely inoperable.

3. None of the fire-service trucks would be completely usable after the
attack, but three trucks could be restored to operation within half an

hour with light repairs.

4. Survival of the fire-service trucks would have been significantly im-
proved if they had been stationed in open areas rather thani inside the
firehouses. If this strategy had been employed, three trucks would be
completely usable after the attack, in addition to the threi available

for use within half an hour.

5. Damage to the water supply system would be quite severe withia general
loss of water pressure over most of the city.

vi
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6. Since the city would experience about 150 residential fires, the
degraded fire services would be completely incapable of dealing suc-
cessfully with the total postattack fire situation. Due to the
damaged fire-service resources and the constraints on mobility>9 imposed by debris-laden streets, orthodox firefighting should be
abandoned in favor of the following:

a. Augmenting self-help firefighting

b. Some limited exposure-control activities at crucial locations
" '

c. Aiding evacuation from areas where uncontrolled fires threaten
- population gurvival

- -At best, however, the accomplishments of the surviving remnant of the

professional fire service would be of small consequence.

V
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L ,Section I

INTRODUCTION

This report is one of five similar reports which are submitted under the

provisions of Contract Number N00228-68-C-1793 between U.-S. 'Naval Radiological

Defense Laboratory and URS Research Company. The purpose of this report is to,

calculate the damage to the New Orleans Fire Department due to a postulated

nuclear weapon detonation (Ref. 1). The research effort of all five reports'

represents a component study (Work Unit 2522H) of the Five-City Study being con-

ducted by the Office of Civil Defense,

BACKGROUND

Previous research concerning fire-service capabilities was performed by

URS under Contract N00228-67-C-0694 (OCD Work Units 2512A and 2522E)., Work

under this contract was primarily devoted to developing a generalized analytic

~scheme for evaluating tlhe probable effectiveness of the fire services in ha-

dling requirements ior damage control and rescue a',fter nuclear attack (Ref. 2).

In addition, the preuittack distribution of fire-service resources for the five

cities was determined an(d a preliminary analysis of' the damage to the fire ser-

r vices for downtown San Jose was performed (Ref. 3). Other research wurk concern-

Ning fire-service capabilities was performed under Contract N00228-67-C-0710

(OCD Work Unit 2538C, Ref. 4). Under this contract, effort was directed at the

development of an interim general model for calculation of the buildup and

spread of fire in selected cities as a result of the nuclear, attack specified

in the Five-City Study. The results of all of the above effc'rts have been uti-

lized as appropriate in the preparation of this report.

SCOPE OF WORK

The five reports submitted under the current contract encompass the cal-

culation and analysis of the damage to the fire departments in the -cities of

1-1
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San Jose, Albuquerque, New Orleans, Providence, and Detroit as a result of the

Five-City-Study attack (Ref. 1). The output includes the following items for

each city:

1. An analysis of the damge to and remaining capabilities of each fire
department in the area

2. A map overlay showing surviving usable facilities and the nature of
damage to unusable facilitie3

3. Tabulations of surviving usable equipment (trucks) and of the unusable
equipment with the nature of damage indicated

Results for each of the five cities are bound separately. This report

gives the results for the city of New Orleans.

1-
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Section 2

PREZATTACK DISTRIBUTION OF RESOURCES

The actual location of the various fire department resources at the time,

of the postulated attack is determined by the situation established in the New

Orleans attack preparation scenario (Ref. 5), the latest emergency plans for

the fire department (Ref. 6), and the current roster of resources of the New

Orleans Fire Department.

According to the attack preparation scenario, New Orleans has been brought

up to the highest le'vel of preparedness. No general evacuation has been or-

dered or has taken place, but it is estimated that about 5 percent of the pop-

iilation has evacuated the city. An estimated 80 percent of the remainingpop-

ulation is sheltered according to plan. The Civil Defense Emergency Operating

Center has been placed on a 24-hour alert basis. The fire department has en-

gaged in intensive recruitment and training whi..;h has resulted in maintaining

its normal strength of approximately 1000 members in spite of loss of employees

to the National Guard and military reserve units.

Given, the crisis build-up period as described in the aboveiscenario, fire

department responses to the situation have been identified (Ref. 6). The New

Orleans deipartment is organized basically as depicted below.

FIRE ADMINISTRATION
DEPARTMENT DIVISION

HEADQUARTERS

Fire Division Fire Fire
t 1 TrainingFieghting of Alarm PreventionFighting Division

Division Repairs Division Division

4 2-1
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In accordance with the fire department emergency plans, all personnel

would be located at their norml duty stations at the time of the postulated

attack. This procedure corresponds to that used during the most recent:hurri-

cane incident in New Orleans. Administration Division personnel would be at the

Central Fire Station, Training Division personnel at the Training School, Fire

Fighting Division personnel at their respective stations, Division of Repairs

personnel at the Maintenance Garage, and Fire Alarm and Fire Prevention Division

personnel at City Hall.

The locations of all fire department facilities are shown in Fig. 1, which

also indicates ground zero for the attack and corresponding overpressure con-

tours of interest.

The locations of all personnel, trucks, and facilities at the time of the

postulated attack are given in Table 1. It should be noted that approximately

50 motor-driven boats owned by fire department personnel have been officially

volunteered to form a fleet to be used by the New Orleans Civil Defense organi-

zation in times of emergency, such as-hurricanes. Emergency plans call for
assembly of these boats in the New Orleans City Park. They have been assumed

to be in position at the park, in the stadium parking lot.

2-2
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Section 3

POSTATTACK CONDITION OF ALL FIRE-SERVICE PERSONNEL

Casualty curves have been developed for various building types by ;Several

investigators (Refs. 2, 7, and 8). By means of these curves, the number of sur-

vivors and their condition may be estimated for the shelter buildings of inter-

est. It has been assumed that fire department personnel suffer casualties in

the :4ame ratio as the general population. Wherever necessary, spe ific mortal-

ities and casualties in a group of personnel were assigned rando~iy. Overpres-

sure levels associated with specific locations may be seen in Fig. 1.

It has generally been assumed that the only personnel available for duty

after the hypothetical attack are those in the uninjured category. A complete

listing of the various casualty categories has been given, however, since some

of the injured personnel could be .vailable for duty after-a short period of

medical treatment. In some cases even firemen with untreated injuries may be

capable of performing normally.

Table 2 presents the location and condi'tion of all fire-service personnel

after the attack. A summary Of the condition of personnel for the various fire

department divisions is given in Table 3.

The casualty numbers given in Tables 2 and:3 are for blast effects only.

These casualty figures are analogous to those of the Dikewood report for New

Orleans (Ref. 9) wherein no consideration has been given to pcssible casualties

resulting from fire, residual nuclear radiation, or flooding.

3-1
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Section 4

IAM1GE ESTIM&TES FOR FIRE-SERVICE FACI-ITIES

Facilities of the New Orleans Fire Department include Fire Department

Headquarters, Fire Stations, ibintenarce Garae,, the Training School, Central

Communications, and the water supply system.

The .1aintenance Garage, Counications, and the water supply system are

actually shared facilities under the jurisdiction of other city departments but

are vital to effective fire department operations and are therefcre included.

A preliminary evaluation indicates that damage to the water supply systen would

be quite severe. A major portion of the city experiences more than 10 psi over-

pressure. This results in general loss of water pressure because of extensive

piping damage due to the weapon crater, ground notiron, and collapsed structures.

Drafting from open bodies of water such as canals and bayous would be difficult

due to access-€ problens and would have very limited usefulness.

Da6agc estimates for the various fire department facilities have been made

utilizing the URS building damage prediction methods (Ref. 10). The facilities

are primarily brick load-bearirn irWildings with similar response characteris-

tics. On a gross basis, buildings experiencing less that 1-1/2 psi are con-

sidered completely operable since the only damage would be some broken windows.

Buildings which are exposed to 4 - 5 psi are considered completely inoperable

(although some of these buildings would still be standing, they would be too

hazardous for use by the fire department). The intermediate range of overpres-

sure conditions (1-1/2 - 5 psi) would yield buildings only partially usable;

appropriate overpressure ranges have been identified with corresponding damage

levels.

The Maintenance Garage, Training School, Communications Center and almost

all the Fire Stations would be completely inoperable since they experience 5

psi overpressure or more. The fire department facilities are indicated in

Fig. 2, which also gives the postattack condition of each in terms of usable

4-1
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I facilities and the nature or dasige to the umsmble facilities-. lot shown in

vig. 2 Is Fire S':ation 5-8 which is located at 'New Crleam!s 1nterrttio111 Air-

Iport. The dbmage syzbols used im.Fig. 2 are Identified as foumas:

0 Competely operable (except sin broken windows)

0 Firehouse *z-s jamed or otherwise Inoperable plus sane light. dumge
such as losz of windows am8 light Interior partitions

I C Exteriomr valls cracked and partially blowrn out

*Roof disrupted and partially removed

0 Completely inoperable

T~~to~ shown above are additive with increasing overpres-

sure; for example, where a fire station has experienced exterior wall cracking,

the lower overijressure damage to docrs, etc., would also be present.

4-2
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Section 5

IWAmGE ESTIDTES FOR FIRE-SERVICE TRUCKS

Damage to fire-service mobile equipment must be estimated for two distinct

categories. First, for mobile equipment located inside (or immediately adja-

cent to) the fire department facilitiesf damage depends almost totally on dam-

age to the facility itself. Second, itor mobile equipment located outside (and

sufficiently separated from surrounding structures to be unaffected by damage

to the structures), a separate damage function related to overpressure is used

(Ref. 2).

For vehicles located inside facilities, the following damage levels apply:

OVERPRESSURE DIGE DESCRIPTION

(psi)j-
0 - 1-1/2 Completely operable except some windows broken

1-1/2 - 2-1/2 Light damage such as broken windows, bent and dented 1
hood, fenders and compartment doors (up to half an
hour may be needed to restore operability)

2-1/2 - 4 Moderate damage such as wheels and/or engine dam-

aged (1 to 2 hours required to restore operability)

4 - 5 Destroyed (or at least trapped in damaged buildings) {
All the trucks of the New Orleans Fire Department are assumed to be sta-

tioned inside their normal facilities. The exact location and condition of

all these trucks after the postulated attack are given in Table 4.

A summary of the condition of the trucks is given in Table 5. The last

item in Table 5 summarizes the damage if all trucks had been stationed outside

the facilities.

5-1
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Table 4

POSTATIACK LOCATION XD CONDITION OF FIRJE-SERVIICE TRUCKS

COhIPLEMEY LIGHT jIOEW X:PRAL
LOCATIONUSABLE DAMAGE DAMAGE _______

Training School 2 pumpers

City park 50 motor boats

Fi-.,e-Stations

1-1 1 pumper
1 salvage unit

1-2 2 pumpers
1 ladder truck

1-3 1 pumper
1 snorkie

'I ladder truck
1 rescue unit

2 -1 2 pumpers

2 -2 2 pumpers

2 -3 1 pumper
1 ladder truck

2 -4 1 pumper
1 ladder truck

2 -5 1 pumper
1 ladder truck

3 -1 1-pumper
1iladder truck

3 -2 2 pumnpers

3 -3 2 pumpers

3 -4 2 pumpers

3 -5 1 pumper

1 ladder truck

3 - 6 2 pumpers

4 -1 1 pumper

1 ladder truck

District and station number.

5-2
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Table 4, cont.

CO03PLETELY LIGHT MODERA TELOCITION INOPERABLE

USABLE D.AMA1GE DAMAGE

4 -2 1 pumper
1 ladder truck

4 -3 2 pumpers

4-4 2 pumpers

4 -5 2 pumpers

5-1 1 pumper
1 hose tender

5 - 2 2 pumpers

5 - 3 2 pumpers

5 - 4 1 pumper

1 ladder truck

5 - 5 1 pumper
I ladder truck

5 - 6 1 pumper
1 ladder truck

5 - 7 3 pumpers

5 - 8 1pumper

6-2 1 pumper
1 ladder truck

6 - 2 2 pumpers
1 ladder truck

6 - 3 2 pumpers

6 - 4 2 pumpers

6 - 5 2 pumpers

7 - 1 2 pumpers

7 - 2 1 pumper

1 ladder truck

7 - 3 1 pumper

1 hose tender

8 - 1 2 pumpers

1 ladder truck

8 - 2 1 pumper

8 - 3 1 pumper

8 - 4 2 pumpers
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Mable 4. coa.

OCIM ccnGeLErL LIG.TE IIGM~L
USABL MAGE DELMCM

9 -2 rnn.
2 emergercr,

9 -3 2 p xmers

T-able 5

SU301iLMRY CF DAIP.CGE TO FIRE-SERVICE -IRgUcK

TYPE OF TRUCK COMETIELY LIGT &O)DERATE

US-ABLE DAMAGE DIA3MAGE INOPERABLE
II

Pusipers - 3 1 64

La-de" trucks - - 16

Emergency unit.- 2 -

Snorkle - 1

Salvage unit -

Hose tender 2

Rescue unit 1

TOTAL TRUCKS 3 3 85

(located inside)

TOTAL TRUCKS 3 3 12 73

(if located outside

in open areas)
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im zeditto= -) be city of Y~ oritz-:s nFire 9*az t two oater cvm

Mitzecs OCUS26C 3pv Glean EMM professioczl fire de;rIMIEnLS abe. 55=1d be

oyastdered. Only nho'se cities vichin 10 ziles of tbe Ne Orlws citTy limuit

are included sftce utbe 11ire de~artmeots of vz.re disant. cities wou~ld require

excess iwe time to respond to a 3;e% t lezns meed ==d/or wouuld have more press-

ing local recairemenfls..

Table 6 pre-sents a st r7. of tbe persoAruel., facilities, and 'tracks for

the fire departments of each of the other ca~mnities (Sef.. 6). -D2ge esti-

nates f-u; these fire dep...rtments hzve bein =,-e using the follraing assCzptio=S

in the absence of detailed infor=2tioa for the cities involved:

1. Fire stations are located randosnl in the conimties, L-ct those of
eaci- ccG&vnitr are assigned equal areas to protect.

2. Fire static -s are all vqsuzned to be of briclk load-wbearing construction.

3. A-'! fire-serv.ce personnel are loeatea at or near the fire stations
and er'erience casualties sin1ilar to -he '--- Orleans general popula-
tion located at corresponding overpressure levels.

4. All fire department vehicles are located within the fire stations.

This had been done~ in spite oi any mutual-aid agreemen~s with cities more
thanm 10 miles distant.
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Tzble 6

cas~11ries IM OA0CWU T mme

70=a1 OCLs oel 4 3

lEllied 31

J~jed 2 65

Fire Stations

Total -1m=ber 8 s

condition

3kadenite~r 2

0--rged
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Sectio 7

AMALTSIS OF uIVM._G FIRE DRIMME~r CAPADILTIES

Th-s section s=nmrizes the results of previous secticms and will attempt

to 2=mltze tme rex-m=1=1 cpablities of the Nem Orleat-. Fire Departent. This

2=nzlsis will !=mclde cosiderLio-s of the =gnitude of the demands on the

fire depArtmnenL, obstacles hxaperin.g fire-service perf,%mnce, and alternative

actioms by. the fire deprtment.

Top man-gemenz personzel of the fire department (including the entire

Administration Division) would all be killed. Similarly, all personnel of the

Repairs, Fire Alari, and Fire Prevention Divisions would suffer 1O0 nortali-

ties. Onl- one neu-ber of the Training Division would survive. The Firefight-

ing Division would have about $5S of its mebers killed and only 31 (approx-

intely 30 of the total force) of the survivors would be uninjured.

FACILITIES

The Fire Depart=ent Headquarters, Training School, %aintenance Garage, and

Co==nications Center would all be com.ietely inoperable. Of the 42 fire sta-

tions, 39 would be completely inoperable, 1 would Lave exterior walls cracked

and partially blcw. lut, 1 would have the roof disrupted and partially removed,

and 1 would have the firehouse doors jarred or otherwise inoperable plus light

damage such as loss of windows and light interior partitions.

Based on the above, none of the fire stations would be completely operable

and only one would be operable after some repairs to firehouse doors, windows,

and interior partitions. The remaining fire stations are inoperable and iwould

probably require complete rebuilding to restore operations.
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TIMuG:s

On an overall basis, none of the fire-service trucrs would be coupletely

operable after the postulated attack. Only three truckv would be lightly Jam-

aged and capaile of being restored to operability 'within half an hour.

Clearly there are some benefits to be derived from selecting the alterna-

tive posture of locating fire-service trucks outside the stations before the

attack. Under suc, conditions, three trucks would be completely operable after

the attack and three others would be capable of be, ng restored to operability

within !-alf an hour.

DEAUN DS ON THE FIRE SERVICES

An exaination of the pertinent fire-behavior model study (Ref. 4) indi-

cates that New Orleans sould experience a very large number of structural fires

in the region between 3 and 5 psi overpressure. The probability of significant

fire per residential structure 'oould be about 0.2 at 4 psi, dropping off rapid-

Iv to zero at about 3 psi. This region enc.mpasses on the order of 300 blocks

of residential structures in New Orleans. Assuming no more t!-" five residen,_ s

per block (conservative) and an average ignition probability of 0.i, this would

result in approximately 150 residential fires in this area alone.* A demand

situation of this magnitude might be handled by the entire undegraded New Orleans

Fire Department but it is obvious that the fire services remaining after the

hypothetical attack could not meet the emergency.

GBSTACLES TO FIRE-SERV: :E ACTIVITIES

Fire-service activities performed in the postattack period would be

hampered by the loss of resources as indicated above and by other factors such

as radioactive fallout, structural debris, and flood waters.

,

It is recognized that fire spread in the city could be affected by rising

waiters, which would enter soon after the attack. Such effects have been

ignored for this study, however, since the blast and primary-fire damage

suffered by New Orleans is so extensive.
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An examination of overpressure contours for New Orleans (Fig. 1) rewcals

that nearly a11 of the city would be exposed to orerpressure levels 1M excess

of 5 psi. Such overpressure levels would surely result irn grenktly reduced

moislity in these areas due to debris and would limit access to the vider

streets-

It has been estimated tb..a rising water wuld start filling into the city

ijaediately alter the detonation and would continue for the next 24 hours, at

which time much of the city would be covered. 3bbility in =uch of the city would,

therefore, be greatly reduced.

POT--IE .AL FIRE-SERVICE ACTIVITIES

Orthodox firefighting would require normal fire-reporting rmnthods, full

w.ter pressure and supply, copletely operable trucks with full crews and sup-

porting officers, and copletely free access to any part of the city, It is

obvious that all of the above require=ents are missing in the postattack situa-

tion and, therefore, orthodox firefighting cannot be carried out. In view of

the overwhelming demands existing, the orthodox approach of fighting one fire

at a time with large forces of firefighters should not be followed anyway. An

examination of alternative actions for the fire services is appropriate (Refs.

2 and 11) even though so few firemen remain.

The remaining fire-service personnel would probably achieve the most good

by supporting ielf-help firefighting activities in the shelters near where

firemen are located. Beyond this it is possible that some limited exposure-

control activities could be performed at crucial locations. Finally, the fire

services could assist in evacuation. It is obvious, however, that with the

small number of fire-service personnel remaining very little could be accomplished

in relation to the magnitude of the demands.
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This study examines damage to the New Orleans Fire Department as a result of the
Five-City-Study attack and analyzes the fire department capabilities in dealing with
the postattack fire situation. After reviewing damage incurred by personnel, facili-
ties, and equipment, the remaining fire-service resources were evaluated with respect
to the magnitude of the demand situation and obstacles preventing the satisfaction of
these demands.

The evaluation considered strength and location of tl_* fire services prior to the
attack, casualties and damage incurred to the fire services as a result of the attack,
and analysis of the remaining capabilities in the postattack period.(

The research yielded the following findings: (1) Firefighting personinel would

experience fatalities an the order of 85% of their number; only about 31 would be

uninjured. (2) None of the fire stations would be completely usable after attack. The
headquarters, training school, maintenance garage, and communications center would all

*be inoperable. The water supply system would suffer severe damage. (3) No fire-

*service trucks survive undamaged, three trucks would need only minor repair. (4) Sur-

vival of the fire trucks would have been enhanced by stationing in open areas, away

from falling debris. (5) In view of the inability of the fire-service personnel and

equipment to deal with the postattack demands, it is recommended that orthodox fire-

fighting be abandoned in favor of more lirgited, self-help-type activities stressing
*population survival nd protection of critical areas. 
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